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This is highly informative. I had started playing several years ago without such a chart. Cancer

interrupted with a surgery that could have limited the use of my left arm. I am fine now and vowed to

return to playing with not just tablature, but actually learning the notes. I am doing that now because

I feel just using tabs is not learning music.By the way, I saw many complaints about how this item

arrived. Mine came carefully boxed and furled up in shrink wrap. It's perfect,?

If you want a master list of every banjo chord formable, this is your source. It even displays the

fingerboard pointing out each fret's number and musical note. A perfect teaching aid as well as

reference, I've even seen it used by Hensley's Bluegrass Music, so I'm a believer. This chart is

helpful for beginner's through advanced pickers. Janet Davis has outdone herself yet again. I

commend her and Mel Bay for producing it.Other charts I've seen are just little four page booklets

that require flipping of pages to get to what you want, this poster is right on the wall, and plenty big

to read at a distance. Of all of the Banjo Chord Charts available, I would choose this one over the

competition.

Good so far. Great to put up in music room for easy reference when practicing. Circle of fifths is

nice.

Helpful tool

Poster came fast and is nice and big

This chart will be a huge help as I learn to play the banjo. I've searched for something like this for

years and am so happy I've found it. Even though it's printed on a thick paper I am going to invest in

a poster frame so it will not only protect the chart but also make it easier to hang and will look more

like a professional print. I would highly suggest purchasing this if you've just started learning to play

the banjo. I think it would be a great help to you.

love the poster, but had to have a few shipped because the packaging didn't prevent bending and

creasing; not good if you plan on framing it or something. i just want to be clear, I wouldn't

recommend it just because of the shipping, not because of the product! The product itself is

awesome and it's extremely helpful.



A fantastic easy reference for any banjo player. If you're looking at this, you know that it's hard to

find banjo tabs anywhere, but this chart makes the job of translating from guitar to banjo so much

easier.The only reason it doesn't get five stars is because it doesn't come laminated, but that's an

easy enough to fix.
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